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1_	 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to continue the assessment of the Space-
lab carrier induced contaminant environment- and to determine Spacelab's
ability to meet established contamination control criteria for the Shuttle
Program,	 The primary areas of on-going activity of this study include up-

f^ dating, refining, and improving the Spacelab Contamination Computer Model
1 and contamination_ analysis methodology; establishing; the resulting ad-

justed induced envirorment predictions for comparison with the applicable
criteria; determining Spacelab design and operational requirements neces-
sary to meet the criteria; conducting mission feasibility analyses of
the combined Spacelab/Orbiter contaminant environment for specific pro-

r posed missions and payload mixes; and establishing a preliminary Spacelab
mission support plan and model interface requirements between Martin Mari-

" etta and Marshall Space Flight Center. 	 (MSFC) facilities.	 These are cur-
rently in various ..phases of completion.

This report presents a summary of these activities conducted to date
i

including any modifications in approach; or methodology utilized in the
contamination assessment of the Spacelab vehicle: 	 The emphasis in this
report has been placed on the Spacelab modelingefforts since several of k'<r

the other activities will be covered in detail in separate reports. 	 This
r

}	 <. report covers a period of effort of 6 months and is an extension of previ-
ous studies conducted for Spacelab which have spanned an 18 month time s'=

period (see References 1, 2 ` and 3).	 This is an interim status report `a

t which will contain only a :^ammary of activities and results to date, all
of which will be updated and expanded in detail in the final report of r
this contract (September 1976). 	 The brevity of the report has been
dictated in part by the limited availability of necessary Spacelab data t
and on-going configuration and material modifications which will be ex-

"` panded upon in the text.	 In this light certain assumptions are cur-
rently being used in the analysis in order to bridge the gap between
previous known configuration and test data and anticipated data to be =	 `
supplied when available by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (NASA), the European Space Agency (ESA), or other European
agencies.	 These are described herein with the thought that modi-
fications will be necessary when the anticipated data is received,

In summary, the primary conclusions and recommendations established
` herein 'are:	 1) outgassiiug of Spacelab` nonmetallic thermal control ma-

terials (even if they qualify under materials screening criteria) may
dictate that ;sensitive payloads provide their own protective deviceu

R or that the use of these materials be limited or eliminated; 2)'a more
stable data base is required to assess the Spacelab induced particulate
environment; 3) additional design and test data and agreement upon. the
baseline contamination control requirements is required from ESA in a

`^.	 . ^SPt:.	 __	 '^,`	 . 'T^S'-s ,-... .. aiN.^M.^jys._	 1N.+m.mmm._^	
•,dre'se .., S	 ..	 _ _	 s	 a...	 ^T•	

"xM't?yb ..	 n.	 _ _	 _. - .̂ °^i{^^^
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timely fashion; 4) model improvements and mission feasibility analysis
` should be continued and the payload and mission description data base

r should be expanded; and 5) criteria analysis should be conducted in

'f
depth for the combined Space Transportation System-Spacelab (STS-SL)
contaminant environment. t#

' 2.	 SPACELAB MODELING AND ANALYSIS STATUS

2,1	 Background - A primary design goal for the different Space-
^„^.•' lab configurations is to insure that Spacelab/Orbiter systems and sci-

entific instrument mission objectives are not compromised by the in-
duced molecular and particulate contaminant environment of the Space-
lab carrier.	 To accomplish this, a rigorous computer modeling and
analysis effort has been conducted over the past 24 months to estab-
lish the _predicted contaminant environment as well as to determine
Spacelab contamination related design and operational requirements neces-
sary to meet the maximum allowable induced environment levels set forth
by the Contamina io 	 Requirements Definition Group (CRDG) at NASA MSFC

' for the STS-SL. ( ' S 	A contamination computer model consisting of three S
unique Spacelab configurations was developed as the primary analytical
tool to geometrically synthesize the contaminant sources, susceptible

A surfaces, and induced environment of the Spacelab carriers modeled. a
A similar model was developed under separate contract to Johnson Space
Center (JSC) for the Shuttle Orbiter which, in conjunction with the
Spacelab model, can be used for a total combined Spacelab/Orbiter mis-
sion evaluation.	 The Spacelab configurations modeled were: 	 1) the
long module/one pallet (LMOP); 2) the short module/three pallet (SMTP)
and 3), the five pallet (FP) configurations. 	 The major contaminant

' sources considered were l) 	 outgassing (i.e.,	 steady-state bulk mass
loss of vacuum exposed nonmetallic materials); 2) early on orbit de-
sorption of adsorbed and absorbed gases, liquids and volatiles from
external surfaces; 3) cabin atmosphere leakage; 4) the Spacelab con-
densate vent; and 5)	 the avionics bay vent which has possibly been'de-
leted from the Spacelab design (see Figure 1). 	 Detailed descriptions
of these Spacelab configurations and sources can be found in References
2 and 3, and additional Orbiter source descriptions and predictions
are contained in Reference 6.	 Contained herein will be a brief summary
of the thrust of activity and pertinent modifications and updates that -
have occurred in the interim, and therefore, the above references i±.y
should be referred to for particular additional detailed baseline in-
formation that is desired.

` 2.2	 Updated Modeling Considerations - Throughout the course of
this contract period several modifications were made to previously
used model input data,and refinements to previous analytical`method-

i

i

ology were conducted which illustrate ei't'her a change in current
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philosophy or actual baseline data. The modifications --..at have been
concluded to date include: 1) adjustments of the Spacelab nonmetallic
thermal control material outgassing rates --o be equivalent to the
maximum allowable implied rate of applicable materials screening cri-
teria, 2) temperature profile updates for the SMTP and FP Spacelab con-
figurations; 3) use of point receivers as opposed to spheres to de-
termine mass column densities; 4) further evaluation of projected Space-
lab random particulate emission based upon flight data from Skylab and
Agena; and 5) refinement of the Orbiter Orbital Maneuvering System
(OMS) engine impact assessment upon Spacelab.

2.2.' Spacelab Outgassing - Although it is known that some type of
nonmetallic materials will probably be used as a thermal control coat-
ing for the Spacelab external surfaces, to date this material or ma-

y

	

	 terials have not been expressly identified by ESA.F.SA. At least three can-
didate materials have been implied at various times but insufficien,
data has been supplied to perform specific analysis without making
gross assumptions for area of coverage, location, vacuum outgassing
characteristics, etc. During the previous Spacelab studies a baseline
assumption was made that the entire vehicle was to be coated with S13G
white thermal control paint; however, existing steady state outga_9sing
rate ldata obtainec 2during 2 rhe -JSkyl ab Program varied between 1x10 is g cm-2
sec	 and 2.7x10	 k cm sec	 at 100°C depending strongly upon the
materials cure cycle and batch control. Additional test data forth-
coming from the MSFC Materials and Processes Laboratory on a current
"typical" S13G coating has not yet been generated and even when it is,
there is no guarantee that S13G will be the material selected for use
by ESA. Recent information indicates that ESA is considering using
goldized kapton and/or Z-202 paint in place of all or part of the
"S13G". A similar problem of limited information exists here.

Due to the apparent fluid posture of the thermal control coating
decision and based upon the extreme variations in existing test data,
a decision was made to conduct the on-going modeling activities based
upon the assumption that Spacelab would be completely coated with a
nonmetallic material that meets the applicable materials screening
criteria eMblished for the Space Shuttle Program (50MO2442 (7) and
SP-R-0022A	 ). Using these criteria an implied maximum allowable
materials outgassing rate can be determined for qualified materials.
]he pertinent requirements extracted from these criteria are sum-
marized below:

a) 50MO2442 Requirements (Paragraph 3.2)

1) I%I eight loss rate during temperature cycling from 25°C
to 100°C shall not exceed 0.271cm /hour when heated

at a rate of 2°C/minute.
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2) Steady-state ;eight loss rate at 100°C shail not ex-

ceed 0.04' /cm /hour. Stead y -state is defined as

that point where the rate has been constant for 8

hours.

Desorption of surface adsorbed aLmospheric gases or
other contaminants shall be included in the rates.

b) SP-R-0022A Requirements (Paragraph 7.4)

1) The materials shall have a VCM (Volatile Condensible

Material) content of <0.1 ,  by weight. Ibe total
weight loss of material shall not exceed 1.07 by weight.

2) This is for a 24 hour test period for samples at 1250C.

'lo determine the implied allowable outgassing rate (OGR) from

these criteria requires that the basic parameter of surface density be
established for the material as applied to a space vehicle. This parame-
ter is, of course, a variable with each material and application; there-
fore, a nonmetallic material assumed to be "t y pical" of aerospace thermal

control coatings was chosen for the anal y sis. The selected material was

S13G white thermal control paint which, based upon data supplied by
McDonnell Douglas-West in supplemental information to the Skylab Design
Certification Review, demonstrated an average surface density of 0.052

g cm-2 for a 6 mil thick application. Based upon this assumption, the

maximum allowable outgassing rate at 100°C per 501 ,102442 criteria 2)

would be: 

^
OGRrIAX = (0.052 g cm- 

` )(1 cm 
2 
)(0.04, cm

-2 
hr- 

1
)(hr/3600 sec)

= 5.77 x 10-9 g cm-2 sec -1

An equivalent OGR determined by utilizing a similar approach
based upon the SP-R-0022A criteria normalized to 100°C would be:

OGI^IAX = (0.052cm'	
rrg	 -2 )(17/24 hr) (hr/3600 sec) [e 	 )

= 2.54 x 10-9 g cm-2 sec -1 for 'I = 125°C

The rates are normalized to 100°C to be compatible with model input

format requireme-its. 'Ihe model internall% • adjusts individual surface

rates consistent with their specific temperatures and thermal profiles.

The implied early desorption rate (EDR) can also be determined

using criteria 1) of 50MO2442 assuming the same S13G surface density

.1
j
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and that the maximum allowable EDR extrapolated to 10000 will occur
when the material is at 25

0
C. The maximum allowable EDR normalized

to 1000C would, therefore, be:

EDRMAX = (0.052 g cm-2 )(1 cm 2 )(0.24 cm-2 hr-1 )(hr/3600 sec)

le 

(100-T)/29 

I
4 x 10-7 g cm-2 sec -1 for T = 250C

Assuming that the EDR decay curve as a function of vacuum exposure
time is similar in shape to that of S13G test data, the EDR at 10 hours
(which is that point in a mission when oil 	 operations might bel
expected to commence) would be approximately 1.5 x 10 	 g cm	 sec	 at
10000. The ratio of the FDR at 10 hours to the stead y -state OGR cal-
culated from the materials screening criteria of 26:1 compares favor-
ably to the ratio of outgassing i^d 4^arl y desorption data (25:1)
modeled during previous studies 	 'Therefore, based upon the
analyses presented, an mplied materials steady - state outgassing rate
o^ 6 x 10-9 g cm

-2 
sec _ t 1007

1

0 and an early des orption rate at 10
hours of 1.5 x 10 -7 g cm	 sec- at 100 0C are used in the current	 con-
tamination modeling for surfaces such as thermal control paints where
actual test data is not available. 'the need to pursue such all

 approach to determine necessary modeling parameters tends to further
amplify ttre requirement for specific test data and materials identifi-

cation and mapping for those nonmetallic materials displaying large
surface areas ( greater than 0.1 m ) and those whose locations indicate
potential contamination ti,reats to sensitive instruments and systems.

2.2.2 Spacelab Temperature Profiles - The mass loss rates of
Spacelab vacuum exposed nonmetallic materials are strongly dependent
upon the surface temperatures and thermal profile histories of the
materials in question. It follows then that the more accurate the
model input thermal profile data, the higher will be the fidelity of
the resulting induced environment predictions.Iherefore, the thermal
profile input data has been updated to be consistent with the most
recent Spacelab thermal modeling being conducted b y 'Teledyne Brown
Engineering in conjunction with MSFC ( ). Current data includes
Spacelab LMOP and FP surface temperatures for the maximum hot case
orbital attitude (+ 7. solar inertial, T local vertical, 1007;, solar
exposure) and the minimum cold case attitude (+X or aft end solar
inertial, - 'L local vertical). 'These attitudes encompass the Space-
lab temperature extremes and correspondingly encompass the maximum
and minimum outgassing and earl y desorption periods. This data
indicates that Spacelab LMOP surface temperatures vary between the
extremes of -193 C to +88 C and the FP surf-aces vary between -150 C

0
and +67C for these attitudes.	 It is important to note than ', the
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combined use of pallet insulation, thermd4 ) shields, coatings, and

heaters has not been full y investigated.
((
	A preliminary analysis

of an insulated pallet showed significant changes in the predicted

temperatures. This will in turn modify the contamination predictions,
therefore future required updates to the input temperature data are

anticipated.

The 'Teledyne Brown thermal model currently does not include the
SPIT conf.gu .ation, however, due to its similarity to the LMOP Space-
lab, the assumption was made that the LMOP thermal profiles would be
applicable for similar surfaces and more accurate than the previously
used data supplied by ESRO (10) . T1ie SM1P module configuration was re-
configured to be compatible: with the nodal structure of the LMOP ther-

mal model which expanded the SMTP model to 55 nodes as compared to the
previous 38 node configuration. New view factors were calculated for
the SMTP lines-of-sight and corresponding outgassing and early desorp-
tion predictions were determined based upon the adjusted thermal data.

lbe results of these model update activities will be reflected in a
later section of this report.

2.2.3 Line-of-sight View factor Calculation Refinement - 'llie
Spacelab contamination modeling approach to predict molecular column
densities along a given line-of-sight in the past involved the input
of a series of pseudo-surfaces as spheres divided into quadrants along
the line-of-sight of interest allowing them to act as individual con-

taminant receivers. 'Ibis process is quite costly in terms of computer
run time, and the accuracy of calculated sphere view factors is ques-
tionable under certain circumstances.	 to overcome this, a modeling
approach was developed with the capability of treating points as con-

taminant receivers along a line-of-sight (requiring only one input
node/point) which more closely approximates a geometric line in space.
The result `-as been that view factor computer run times for the point

lines-of-sight have been reduced significant1v over those required for
the quad sphere approa:h and the model fidelit y has been increased.
'This refinement, which is reflected in the predictions presented later
in this report, should represent considerable computer cost savings

in the future.

?.2.4 kandom Particulate Environment Reassessment - In determining
the induced particulate environment of a manned spacecraft such as the

Spacelab carrier, known defined particulate sources like the Spacelab
condensate vent can be parametricallv analyzed in a closed mathematical
form by knowing the primary vent system characteristics (based upon
existing system test data or detailed stream tube vent plume and

freezing analysis) and integrating these into the particle trajectory
analysis program.	 in contrast, intermittent particulate sources

11
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(i.e., random particle emission) present a more difficult analytical
problem with actual flight observations of past orbiting systems being

used in most instances as the primary data base. The applicability
of such flight data to a different space vehicle such as Spacelab is

questionable. Previous analysis of this phenomena has been based pri-
marily upon particle tracks observed on the Skylab ATM S052 White l [i ght
Coronograph film frames which were analyzed b y .1. McGuire, MSFC. 11
His data presented the numb Yr of detectible random events (particles)

per time period ( & 4.8 sr	 sec -1 ), and information abnut their velocity
and size ranges for the field-of-view and sensitivity of the S052.
This excluded such known particulate producing events as overboard
liquid veW s. Early information from McGuire indicated the sizes to
be greater than 10 to 2511 in diameter which is near the size level

of 10 µ quoted in existing contamination control criteria."` (4,5)
Later analysis by F. Witteborn, Ames Research Center (12 ) for the
Sensitive Infrared 'Ielescope Facility (SIRTF) indicated that only much
larger particles could be detected by the S052. The fact that such

variations existed in the data interpretation prompted a further investi-

gation into the sensitivity of the 5052 instrument and its detectivity
of particulate matter within its field-of-view.

Data supplied by R. M. MacQueen, (13) PI for S052, stated that the
Coronograph had an 8 arc second resolution (3.88 x 10 -5 radians) and
that the faf ontest particlq track on - fhe S052 film had a brightness,
B = 7 x 10	 Bo ergs cm	 sec	 sr	 where L o = radiance of mean solar
disc. The power radiated into the 3.2 cm aperture of the S052 camera
from a particle of this angular size and brightness is found by:

P = B•il•A

where P = power radiated from source, erg sec-1

B = brightness of source = 7x10 -10 Bu erg cm-2 sec -1 sr-1

Bo = radiance of mean solar disk = 1.989x10 i0 erg cm-2 sec -1 sr-1

tl = r, sin g (2.2x10-3) = 1.2 x 10
-y
 sr

(	 2	 )

2A = area of aperture = 8 cm

P = (13.9)(1.2x10 -9 )(8) = 1.33x10 -7 erg Sec-1

1h e baseline criteria for particles (contained in reference 4)

limits events to less than 1 particle larger than 10 microns in a
4 arc minute half angle field-of-view per orbit within 1 Km.
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The best contrasted data frames were expo-ed for 9 seconds, there-
fore, the minimum amount of energy required to expose the film was

1.2x10
-6 ergs which is the smallest amount of energy detectable on a

3.88x10 -5 radian square piece of film. 'lhe intensity 4^f light scattered
from a particle in the 5052 field- of -view would be: 77

2
2

I	 = I	 .32)	 2 1 1 (\ sin Hl

a Z r	 X sin 9

where a = particle radius, cm

r = distance from particle, cm

A = wavelength of incident radiation, cm

•	 10 = incident intensit y , erg cm-2 sec-1

9 = scattering angle

J 1 = BL, ssel function of order 1

Consider the case where A = 5x10
-5
 cm, r = 6x104 cm (distance

where particle}mage size equals S052 resolution element), 4R ^ 9 -6R
and I = 1.36x10 6 erg cm-2 sec -1 (R = one solar radii).	 Ihe 0power at
5R (1.25 0 from the center of the 5852 photographs) is

max

is approximated by

max
A [I	 (1.00
	 f

	

maxmax
) + I	 (1.5 )]• A, where I 	 (1.00) and 1	 (1.50) are

the nearest maximum of I, and A is the area of the camera lens. The

energy deposited per unit length of particle track is dependent on the
velocity parallel to the plane of the film. McGuir^ found that the most
probable velocity for focused particles was4.6x10- radians/second so
that a particle track resolution element (3.88x10 -5 radians) was ex-
posed for 0.084 seconds, Using the above parameters for 400 and 510
micron diameter particles yields:

Diameter Arc Power Energy Deposited	 in
Microns ergs sec -1 .084	 seconds,	 ergs

400 1.2x10-5 1x10-6

510 2.3x10 -5 1.9x10-6

From thi (S calculation it is seen that to deposit the minimum energy

(1.2x10	 ergs) to leave a particle track on the film, the particle
must have been approximatel y 450 microns in diameter at 600 meters
away. phis is, therefore, the minimum detectable particle size for

a
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the 5052 instrument.

It is difficult to compare the 5052 particle observation data for

detected particles  450 µ to the ECR contamination control criteria(4),
for example, since this criteria is for 10 micron diameter particles
which is 45 times smaller than what the 5052 Coronograph could detect.

A possible comparison that can be made by assuming a log-normal particle
size distribution (representative of a given clean room environment) as
identified in MIL-STI) 1246A would give a factor of 5x10 5 more particles

10 microns in diameter for every partiVe 450 microns in diameter.
"This would equate to approximately 3.5x1O particles greater than 10
microns per orbit in a 4 arc minute half angle field-of-view at 600
meters based on McGuire's data which far surpasses the criteria. Using
such a method has some logical basis, but is questionable at best.
Qualitative assessments utilizing the 5052 data can still be made, but

when quoting or referencing the data, all assumptio-s and limitations

should be clearly stated to insure proper interpretation of the results.
One important implication that might be drawn from the 5052 anal y sis is
that the current contamination control criteria for particles ma_v be
very difficult for the Spacelab carrier to meet.

The particle sighting study conductej	 Hughes Aircraft on ttic
Infrared Sensor Celestial Napping Program 	 orbited on the USAF Space
Test Program 71-2 Agena vehicle attempted to correlate (with limited

quick-look 1K sensor flight data) the particles detected on orbit with
the prelaunch ground handiing procedures utilized. These varied from
class 10K clean room and level 200-300 surface cleanlineFs for the sensor

sy stem to lesser control for the Agena. Although the report states that
the quick-look data indicated minimal particle sightings for the spac.-
craft, the quantity of presented data does not appear adequate to dray,

anv final conclusions. Three to five particles were detected in 6220
seconcs of observation or 2.9 to 4.8 particles/orbit for the sensor's

1.2 0 field-of-view. This equates to 0.036 to 0.059 particles in a 4

arc minute half angle field-of-view per orbit for a vehicle that has
approximatel y 1/30 the surface area of the shuttle Orbiter. Since the
sensitivit y of the sensor is classified, correlation with contamination

control criteria cannot be firmly established. 	 it is, therefore, felt
that this data is far Lou inconclusive as presented to use as a data

base for random particulate emission assessment of Spacelab.

2.2.5 Orbital Maneuvering system (OMS) F ngine F.valuation -
Al^hough the ONS engines are not explicitl y a Spacelab contaminant
source, their use is dictated by the particular Spacelab mission re-
quirements levied upon them. At any time during a mission that the
OMS engines are operated while the Orbiter pa y load ba y doors are open,



the potential of significant contamination of Spacelab and payload
surfaces exists and requires evaluation. The modeling of this source
has been refined during this period and the resulting posigrade pre-

dictions have diminished considerabl y f-om those previotisly repurt,d

while the retro thrust predictions have remained essentially Un-

changed. (3) 'this change evolved from the integration of an expanded
approach to molecular mein free path influence upon return flux as a

function of orbital altitude at OMS burn initiation. Figore 2 pre-
sents the updated deposition rate predictions for a 27- steradian sur-
face oriented in the X-Y plane (representative of a +7. facing Spacelab
thermal control surface for example) for posigrade and retro thrust
maneuvers as a functic of engine burn initiation altitude. Given any
OMS engine burn time or fuel usage and the altitude of burn initiation,
the resulting deposition can be determined. Sticking coefficient data

used in the modeling was derived from 
MMH-X204 

engine test data re-

sulting from Lewis Research Center small engine testing. This anal y

-sis would tend to indicate that closing of the payload bay doors dur-
ing OMS posigrade maneuvers may no longer be necessar y . However, until

engine design and performance data becomes more firmly established,
the potential of contamination during posigrade maneuvers should not be
ignored. The analvsis still substantiates the need to close the payload
bay doors during retro thrust maneuvers.

2.3 Spacelab *Molecular Induced Environment Predictions - The Space-
lab contamination computer model prediction format has been modified to

be compatible with the existing contamination control requirements for
comparative purposes in addition to being used for anal y sis of specific
surfaces and lines-of-sight o," interest when conducting contamination

evaluations for particular mission profiles and payload mixes. 'There
are currently two unique sets of contamination control criteria applic-

able to the Spacelab carrier which can be used for 
(

{itamination evalua-
tion.	 'Ihe req uirements specified in ECR , EE1,52-0032 ) have been used

as the baseline for the on-going anal y sis, however, a second set of
criteria being pr,-)posed by the CRDG at NSFC (5) (still awa'ting official
approval) is far more comprehensive and will replace the ECR: require-

ments as the baseline upon final approval for program documentation.
he ECR requirements with which the molecular contamination modeling
can be directly compared are quoted below.

a) Col , imn densitv less than 10 ` molecules cm -2 for polar molecules.

b) Return flux of less than 10 	 cm- 2 sec-1.

c) No more than 1 percent absorption from IR through UV by con-

densibles on optical surfaces.

fit

,f

i
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The current contamination computer model predictions as related

to the above criteria are presented in 'table 1 for the three modeled
Spacelab configurations for the lines-of-sight parallel to the +7.

axis as illustrated in Figure 1. 'these predictions reflect the model
updates and improvements previousl y discussed in Section 2.2 for out-
gassing, earl y desorption at 10 hours, and cabin atmosphere leakage.
Fight additionaL lines-of-sight have been modeled for these configura-
tions encompassing a 100 0 conical viewing volume above Spacelab, but
these results have been excluded for brevity. Maximum variations for
these lines-of-sight over the values presented in lable I are approxi-
mately a factor of 2. Since predictions for the condensa^`^d avi-
onics vents have not been modified from previous reports,	 they
are not repeated herein. 	 Included in Table I are molecular column
densities, maximum return flux rates resulting from contaminant
collisions with the ambient atmosphere to a 0.1 steradian surface

parallel to the X-1' plane at the line-of-sight origin for three orbi-
tal altitudes, and maximum deposition and signal degradation (assuming

total accommodation of outgassants) on a reflective optic with a 0.1
steradian geometric acceptance angle detecting at A = 15008 for con-
tinuous 7 da y exposure to the maximum return flux. Outgassing and
early desorption predictions are for both the maximum hot and minimum
cold Spacelab thermal profiles discussed in section 2.2.2.

By comparison of the predictions presented in 'fable I with applic-
able ECR contamination control criteria, it can be seen that for a
material qualified under 50102442 (7) the column density and signal
loss criteria are exceeded under certain temperature and altitude
conditions as based upon 100°' Spacelab coverage. 'the intent of the
column densit y criteria can be met for all sources and conditions
presented in Table 1 if the activation of susceptible instruments is
delay ed up to 24 hours until the early desorption rate has decayed to
an acceptable level. however, to meet the signal loss criteria for

outgassing either radical on orbit attitude constraints will be re-
quired to minimize return flux impingement or the sensitive payloads 	 t
will be required to supply their own protective devices such as covers
and surface heaters. The latter choice is probably the most appro-
priate.	 In addition, the signal loss criteria could he -^^ t if Ssace-_1
lab demonstrated an effective outgassing rate in the 10 	 g cm	 sec
range at 10000. This could be accomplished b y using stricter materials
screening criteria or by limiting or eliminating the use of nonmetallic
external coatings.

Ibis evaluation will definitel y require modification when and if
the new CRDG criteria (5) are approved. During this period, the new
C RDG criteria was evaluated in detail to establish Spacelab's ability
to compl y and similar results were obtained (i.e. outgassing

s.
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deposition is still the most restrictive parameter). However, ESA,
the apace lab controlling agencv, has not indicated recognition of any
requirements for providing an acceptable optical environment. 	 It is,
therefore, ver y important that early agreement be established between
NASA and ESA as to which set of criteria (or possibly a new set) will

be followed for final apacelab design and development.

2.4 Additi ona l Studies - Several additional stud y activities
have been undertaken during this contract period which are currently
in various phases of completion.	 Ihesc activities are briefl y sum-
marized in the following subsections and will be coveted in detail
when applicable in the contract final reports.

2.4.1	 Model Improvement Stu d ies - the Spacelah contamination
model has proven to he an effective tool in contamination analysis and
assessment although it is still in the development phase for certain

contaminant phenomena. Refinements and improvements in the modeling
technology and methodology are currentl y being evaluated to determine
what increases in the tidelit y of the model predictions are required.
These studies are still in progress with final impact analy ses forth-
coming.	 Those moditications deemed of adequate value will be inte-
grated into the model for Spacelab design and development and mi sion
leasihili( y anal y sis.	 The major improvements currentl y under investi-
gation include:

a)	 Refinement of return !lux predictions to large field-ot-
view sort ^ i) - Published anal y ses on the subject by
Robertson	 have been investigated and a modified modeling
approach involving a series of concentric dour surfaces as
opposed to individual lines-of-sight is being anal y zed for
applicabilit y and advantages over the Robertson approach.

h)	 Return flux contribution from contaminant self-scattering -

	

A special studv conducted by Robertson (17) applicable to the	 ,E
Shuttle/Spacclah Programs is being assessed for the degree
of impact of this phenomena. 	 Previous indications were that
this would y ield onl y second order contaminant impacts,
however, interactions between different contaminant species
may prove to be more significant. A costl y Monte Varlo model-
ing approach might be required to simulate this "near the
pay load ba y " phenomena and the trade oil opt iiin of a Ics>;
rigorous, more generalized anal y tical technique may be
sufficient in this case.

.'_M
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0 Second surface source characteristics for outgassing and
early desorption - I'his involves the integration of the surface

to surface, column densit y , and return flux program sub-
routines as well as the .ISC Orbiter model to simulate de-
sorption or reflection of impinging contaminants from a re-

ceiving surface to another surface or into a payload line-of-
sight. Second order eflects are expected here as well.

d) Mean free path influence upon molecular column density - The
concen.ric dome model approach mentioned previously is bein±',
considered here also in conjunction with standard mean tree

Lath variations with ambient drag vector orientation.	 'fhe
phenomena of line-of-sight contaminant flux attenuation and
scattering of molecules into a line:-of-sight are both under

investigation.

e) orbital variat iins resulting from frequent altitude changes
during a mission - This is Bing investigated to determine
the logic of incorporating at e ambient densit y data profile

selection routine into the model compatible with any potential
mission orbital parameter profile input.

It is necessary that such impro y vment studies be continued not onl y to
refine the contamination anal y sis capabilities but also to establish a
model of the necessary fidelit y to do timel y and effective Spacelah
design, development, and mission analysis.

2.4.2 Spacelah Mo.iel Computer Interface Study - This activity
involves investigating the requirements to tormat the Spacelab con-
figuration contamination computer program for use on MSFC computers.
Time allotted to this stndv to date has been spent in determining the
present computer complement at MSFU, the projected future changes,
the suitabilit y and availabilit y of specific computers at MSFC for	 alr

processing the contamination program, and in starting a comparison of
characteristics of the suitable and available MSFC computers and the

CDC b00U series computer for which the program is presentt y formatted.

The present computer complement at MSFC and future plans for it
have been determined. Considering projected usage plans and available
computer characteristics, onl y the UNIVAC 110h models will be both
available and suitable for processing the contamination program.
Accordingl y , users manuals for the UNIVAC and UDC computers have been
obtained and a comparison of characteristics has been started to de-
termine the program changes necessary for processing on the UNIVAC.
"these considerations will he enlarged upon in the interim report (to
be published under separate cover in Februar-y 197h) and at least a
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partial list of comparable characteristics will be presented in a format
suitable for rapid comparison and determination of requisite changes to

the program.

2.4.3 Mission Profile Data hank (MPDB) - As a result of the con-

tinuing Spacelab/Orbiter mission feasibilit y anal y ses conducted during
this period, the MPDh has been updated and expanded wherever possible
to establish a strong, vet flexible data base s y stem of contamination
oriented Spacelab/Orbiter mission and payload information formatted for
direct input into the contamination computer model.	 Included in the
data bank is such data as mission duration, orbital w itudes and alti-
tuaeu, pointing requirements, payload definitions, thermal profiles,

and usage requirements. The limitations of the primary source of in-
formation (i.e. the Pa y load Description Docaments or SSPD) (l7) still
exist and have been discussed in reference 3 and will not be reiterated

here. Consequentiy, the MPDB is tar from a complete or finished pro-
duct, although information obtained in conducting the mission leasibility
task tends to fill many of the information voids for a given mission
being; evaluated. Such anal y ses should therefore be continued to the
point where the data base is adequate for model utilization and com-

plete integration is possible.

3.	 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 conclusions - The following conclusions are presented as a

result of activities conducted during this reporting period of the
on-going; contract effort.	 These should be considered ii i addition to
or as amendments of those stated in previous reports.-

a) The applicabilit y of the existing random particulate emission
data base to Spacelab evaluation is questionable, although
implications are that the contamination criteria for particles
may be difficult for Spacelab to meet.	 Ibis may not be de-
termined until data is received from Ol a f and earl y Spacelab
missions.

h)

	

	 Nonmetallic material outgassing and earl y desorption for the.
anticipated thermal control material on Spacelab and quali-

fied under current materials screening, criteria exceed
column densit y and signal loss criteria in certain situations
assuming 1001.. Spacelab coverage. Materials test data as

specified in reference 3 is required for more exact analysis.

Updated NASA Spacelab thermal profile data which is generally
much more c o ld-biased than the previousl y used ESA data has
decreased outgassing and earl y desorption predictions by up



to a factor of 20 for some configurations. 	 It is indicated
that anticipated updates of pallet temperature profiles
(with insulation, thermal shields, coatings, and heaters

considered) will result in an increase in the contamination

predictions (based on preliminar y insulated configuration
analysis). In addition, SKIT profile data which is cur-

rentl\• based on LMOY profiles is required for more accurate

SM'r p predictions.

d) The modeling approach of using point receivers to calculate
line-of-sight view factors appears to offer a substantial

computer cost savings as well as increasing model resolution.
This method will be used in all future analyses.

e) Updated OMS engine effluent deposition predictions would

tend to negate the need to close the payload ba y doors during
posigradt, maneuvers, although the doors should be closed
during retro thrust periods. Until OMS engine design and
test parameters are more firml y established, consideration
should be given to closing the doors during all OMS firings
due to the enormous amount of material that is expelled by
these engines on orbit.

.2 Recommendations - the following recommendations are pre-

.iented as a result of the activities conducted during; this reporting
period which are felt necessary to insure Spacelab compliance with the
current criteria or required to continue the modeling and analysis
activities.

i) Early agreement (preferabl y in the first quarter of 197b)
should be established between NASA and ESA as to what ex-

plicit contamination control requirements the Spacelab de-
sign and development effort should be working to.

b) ESA should supply the following; design configuration data
during the first half of 1976 with periodic updates on at
least a y early basis to be consistent with program milestone:
1) nonmetallic materials map of surfaces in excess of 0.1 m
2) corresponding materials mass loss/contamination data;

3) current baseline configuration drawings; 4) allowable

systems degradation (passive thermal surfaces, windows, etc.);
5) overboard vent s y stem designs, flowrates, constituents,
locations, vent directions, etc. for condensate, airlock
and experiment vents; and 6) Igloo purge gas leakage flow-

rates, constituents and locations, The lack of such data up
to this point in the contract has significantly limited the
scope of activities performed.

I
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i

c) Required nonmetallic mate r ials test data not furnished by

ESA should be supplied by NASA through inhouse testing.

d) To meet the intent of the It signal loss criteria considera-
tion should be given to either eliminating or restricting

the use of nonmetallic external materials, selecting ma-
terials demonstratin_ l gffectiyle ou gassing rates at 10000

less than the mid 10	 g cm	 sec	 range, ur requiring
sensitive payloads to provide their own protective devices
and procedures.

e) To meet the intent of the column densit y criteria activation
•	 of sensitive instruments should be delayed up to 24 hours

until the earl y desorption rate has decayed sufficiently.

f) To avoid being overl y restrictive or overl y optimistic of
Spacelab contamination control a detailed criteria evalua-

tion of the entire STS (i.e., Orbiter, external tanks, and
solid rocket boosters) in conjunction with Spacelab should
be conducted to establish necessar y contaminant environment
"budgeting" between the STS-Sl. components.

g) Activities which should be continued or expanded include:
1) Spacelab model improvement and update studies; 2) MPUB
formatting and expansion; 3) combined Orbiter/Spacelab mis-
sion feasibility anal y sis supplying MPUB input parameters,
and 4) analysis of the Spacelab model interface require-
ments with MSi'C in the event that model transfer might be
necessary.
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